NOTICE TO PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
REQUEST FOR LETTERS OF INTEREST FOR
DESIGN SERVICES FOR
SR 516 LAKE ORANGE EXPRESSWAY – SEGMENTS 1 & 3
(SEGMENET 1 – PROJECT 516-236, CONTRACT NO. 001670)
(SEGMENET 3 – PROJECT 516-238, CONTRACT NO. 001671)

Central Florida Expressway Authority (CFX) requires the services of Professional Engineering Consultants to prepare construction drawings / specifications providing for the construction of SR 516 from US 27 to SR 429. This new corridor four-lane limited access highway will be divided into three segments, with one segment extending from US 27 to west of Cook Road (Segment 1), one segment extending from west of Cook Road to the Lake County/Orange County Line (Segment 2), and one segment extending from the Lake County/Orange County Line to SR 429 (Segment 3). This procurement seeks design services for Segments 1 and 3. Segment 1 includes a four-lane limited access highway and interchange with US 27 and realignment of US 27 to accommodate the proposed interchange while avoiding impacts to Lake Louisa State Park. Segment 3 includes a four-lane limited access highway with auxiliary lanes between the Lake County/Orange County Line and SR 429, interchange ramps with Valencia Parkway, a systems interchange with SR 429, toll gantries for all interchange ramps (6), construction of a segment of Valencia Parkway between the interchange ramps and Schofield Road and bridges for the interchange ramps and main line over Valencia Parkway, interchange ramps, and SR 429.

Additional elements include surveying, drainage evaluation and design, bridge and retaining wall design, permitting, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), lighting, signing and pavement markings, maintenance of traffic, right-of-way mapping utility design and coordination, geotechnical analysis, scheduling and project controls, progress reporting and other associated tasks and activities.

For a full version of this notice including additional information regarding types of work, prequalification requirements, Letters of Interest Submittal Requirements and deadline, selection process, Equal Opportunity Statement and D/M/WBE Participation, Code of Ethics, Conflict of Interest, and Non-Solicitation Provision refer to CFX’s web site at www.cfxway.com or visit CFX’s office at 4974 ORL Tower Road, Orlando, Florida 32807.
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